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Abstract  23 

In 2004, a previously undiscovered mycobacterium resembling Mycobacterium ulcerans (the agent of 24 

Buruli ulcer) was reported in an outbreak of a lethal mycobacteriosis in a laboratory colony of the 25 

African clawed-frog Xenopus tropicalis. This mycobacterium makes mycolactone and is one of several 26 

strains of M. ulcerans-like mycolactone-producing mycobacteria recovered from ectotherms around the 27 

world. Here we describe the complete 6,399,543 bp genome of this frog pathogen (previously 28 

unofficially named Mycobacterium ‘liflandii’) and we show that it has undergone an intermediate 29 

degree of reductive evolution, between M. ulcerans Agy99 and the fish pathogen Mycobacterium 30 

marinum M. Like M. ulcerans Agy99, it has the pMUM mycolactone plasmid, over 200 chromosomal 31 

copies of the insertion sequence IS2404 and a high proportion of pseudogenes. However, M. ‘liflandii’ 32 

has a larger genome that is closer in length, sequence and architecture to M. marinum M than to  33 

M. ulcerans Agy99, suggesting that M. ulcerans Agy99 has undergone accelerated evolution. Scrutiny 34 

of genes specifically lost suggests M. ‘liflandii’ is a tryptophan, tyrosine and phenylalanine auxotroph. 35 

A once extensive M. marinum-like secondary metabolome has also been diminished through reductive 36 

evolution. Our analysis shows that M. ‘liflandii’, like M. ulcerans Agy99, has the characteristics of a 37 

niche-adapted mycobacterium but with several distinctive features in important metabolic pathways 38 

that suggests it is responding to different environmental pressures, supporting earlier proposals that it 39 

could be considered an M. ulcerans ecotype, hence the name M. ulcerans ecovar Liflandii. 40 

41 
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Introduction  42 

An interesting member of the Mycobacterium marinum and Mycobacterium ulcerans complex 43 

(MuMC) was discovered in the summer of 2001 when an outbreak of generalized cutaneous lesions 44 

developed in a colony of Xenopus tropicalis at the University of Berkeley, California (1). Infected 45 

frogs developed granulomatous skin lesions, with coelomic distention, generalised oedema and 46 

septicaemia (1). Cytological examination confirmed the presence of acid-fast bacilli in smears from the 47 

liver, spleen, kidney and skin. Based on histopathology and some molecular testing, it was concluded 48 

that these frogs were suffering from a mycobacteriosis caused by a Mycobacterium ulcerans-like 49 

bacterium (1). There are on-going reports and high lethality of this disease in captive frogs across the 50 

United States (US) and those imported from the US to Europe (2-4), but this mycobacterium has not 51 

been reported to cause illness in humans. Further characterisation of the frog pathogen revealed that it 52 

harboured the M. ulcerans pMUM megaplasmid and produced  53 

mycolactone E, a unique structural variant of the polyketide toxin that is key for pathogenesis in M. 54 

ulcerans (5, 6). Limited genotype analysis suggests that a single clone of this pathogen is circulating 55 

worldwide in institutions housing and breeding anurans. The species name Mycobacterium liflandii 56 

was proposed, although as the authors admitted at that time, the data were lacking to conclude that this 57 

mycobacterium constituted a separate species (6).   58 

 59 

A recent genomic study of 35 MuMC isolates confirmed earlier indications that all mycolactone-60 

producing mycobacteria, including those strains classically considered M. ulcerans, evolved by a 61 

process of lateral gene transfer and reductive evolution from a common M. marinum-like progenitor (7-62 

9). These comparisons also show at least three discrete, deep-branching lineages of mycolactone 63 

producers, which include the strains predominantly infecting ectotherms and those strains commonly 64 
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causing Buruli ulcer in humans (7-9). All lineages showed evidence of strong selective pressures acting 65 

on the same cell wall-associated genes, but the lineages differed in the extent of genome reduction, 66 

suggesting each lineage might be adapting to slightly different niche environments (8). The frog 67 

pathogen belongs to lineage 1, while M. ulcerans isolates from Africa and Australia belong to lineage 68 

3. Hereafter we will refer to this frog pathogen as M. ulcerans Liflandii (abbreviated as MuL) in line 69 

with our proposition that MuL and other lineage-specific isolates should be considered ecotypes of M. 70 

ulcerans (8, 10). 71 

 72 

Like other MuMC members, MuL grows preferentially around 32°C. However, it exhibits several 73 

distinguishing microbiological characteristics. MuL forms rough, light orange, non-photochromogenic 74 

colonies on Middlebrook 7H11 agar supplemented with oleic acid, albumin, dextrose and catalase (37, 75 

56). MuL grows better on charcoal medium than Lowenstein-Jensen (LJ) medium whereas classical 76 

(lineage 3) M. ulcerans isolates do not grow on charcoal. Like M. ulcerans, antibiograms of MuL 77 

indicate resistance to isoniazid, ethambutol and ethionamide but MuL is reportedly additionally 78 

resistant to rifampicin and clarythromycin (53).  79 

 80 

To date the MuMC are represented by only two fully assembled genome sequences; an M. ulcerans 81 

isolate from a Buruli ulcer patient isolated in Ghana in 1999 and a M. marinum clinical isolate obtained 82 

from a patient in the United States in 1994 (11, 12). The high complexity of M. ulcerans genomes with 83 

the repeat-rich nature of the mycolactone polyketide synthase genes (harboured on pMUM plasmid) 84 

and >200 chromosomal copies of IS2404 has been a barrier to completing assemblies of genome 85 

sequences from other members of this complex. Here we describe and compare the sequenced and fully 86 

assembled chromosome of MuL, which together with our previous description of the pMUM002 87 
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mycolactone plasmid, represents the first complete genome for the strains of M. ulcerans that are 88 

increasingly associated with epizoonotics in fish, frogs and other ectotherms around the world. 89 

 90 

Materials and Methods 91 

Strain and culture conditions 92 

M. ulcerans Liflandii 128FXT was originally isolated from infected Xenopus tropicalis at the 93 

University of California, Berkeley (1). The isolate was cultured on Brown and Buckle egg yolk agar 94 

slopes at 30ºC. Rifampicin MIC testing was performed using Mycobacterial Growth Indicator Tubes 95 

(MGIT) as described (13). Briefly, MuL at a McFarland standard of 0.5 was prepared as recommended 96 

by the manufacturer (Becton Dickinson) and diluted 1:5 in sterile saline. MGITs were enhanced with 97 

800 μl of MGIT SIRE supplement (Becton Dickinson) and inoculated with 0.5 ml of the diluted 98 

bacterial suspension. MGITs contained two-fold dilutions of rifampicin from 0.0625 μg/ml to 16 99 

μg/ml. Experiments were established in triplicate for each dilution. MGITs were incubated at 30ºC and 100 

examined daily for four weeks at a wavelength of 365nm, noting the time to fluorescence. 101 

DNA Methods 102 

Genomic DNA was extracted from MuL as previously described (9). Standard methods were used for 103 

PCR and Sanger sequencing. 104 

Whole Genome Sequencing and Assembly 105 

Roche 454 GS-FLX sequencing was employed to obtain 260,654 single-end reads (106.3 Mbp) and 106 

assembled using gsAssembler v2.5.3 into 91 scaffolds containing a total of 622 contigs. Scaffolds were 107 

ordered by reference to an optical map (see below) and BLAT searches in Projector 2 against the M. 108 
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marinum M and M. ulcerans Agy99 reference genomes (14). Genome finishing was managed with 109 

Gap4 (15). Specific oligonucleotides were designed to contig-flanking sequences and PCR with Sanger 110 

sequencing was used to close gaps. Wherever it was established that a gap contained a single copy of 111 

IS2404, the gap was filled with a copy of IS2404 from the previously sequenced M. ulcerans Agy99. It 112 

is important to note therefore that the exact sequence of each copy of IS2404 in MuL has not been 113 

established. A 3 kbp Roche 454 GS-FLX mate-pair library was also constructed and yielded 218,423 114 

reads (63.6 Mbp). Finally, 13,778,118 Illumina paired-end sequencing reads (487.61Mbp) obtained 115 

from a previous project (8) were mapped to the final assembly using an in-house Python utility called 116 

Nesoni (http://vicbioinformatics.com ; Harrison et al., in preparation) with SHRiMP 2.2 (51). Nesoni 117 

was used to do a global variant analysis and generate a list of differences and correct 454 sequencing 118 

errors. The chromosome sequence of MuL 128FXT was submitted to Genbank under BioProject 119 

number PRNJA128960. 120 

Optical Mapping 121 

An NheI optical map of MuL was prepared by OpGen (Wisconsin, USA) to guide assembly. Contigs 122 

were aligned to the optical map using MapSolver software (v3.2.0).   123 

Annotation and Comparative Genome Analysis 124 

Genome annotation was performed by Prokka (http://vicbioinformatics.com/; Seemann, in preparation), 125 

utilising the previously annotated M. marinum M and M. ulcerans Agy99 genomes as references (11, 126 

12). Manual curation of the annotation was then performed using Wasabi, a web-based annotation 127 

editor and database as described previously (11). Regions of difference (RDs) were identified by 128 

mapping M. ulcerans Agy99 and M. marinum de novo contigs to the assembled MuL genome. This 129 

mapping and other comparisons were visualized with Circos (16), Mauve (17) and ACT (18). 130 

Secondary metabolite biosynthesis gene clusters were identified using antiSMASH (19). Additional 131 

pseudogene clusters that were too degraded for detection by antiSMASH were identified by 132 
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MultiGeneBlast (http://multigeneblast.sourceforge.net/; Medema et al., in preparation). The final, 133 

manually determined, cut-off used to define gene cluster orthology was that gene clusters should have 134 

at least 40% genes with at least 60% amino acid sequence identity. All gene clusters connected by 135 

orthology were grouped together into a single gene cluster family. Chromosomal maps of biosynthetic 136 

gene clusters were generated with in-house Python scripts using PySVG (http://codeboje.de/pysvg/).  137 

Results and Discussion  138 

General feature of the M. ulcerans Liflandii genome  139 

M. ulcerans Liflandii has a 6,399,542 bp genome comprising a single circular 6,208,954  bp 140 

chromosome and the previously described 190,588 bp pMUM002 mycolactone megaplasmid, with a 141 

G+C content of 65.61% and 62.9% respectively (20). The chromosome is predicted to contain 4,994 142 

protein coding DNA sequences (CDS) and 436 pseudogenes (Fig. 1). One rRNA operon and 50 tRNA 143 

genes were identified (Table 1). Sequence assembly was complicated by the presence of 231 144 

chromosomal copies of the earlier described M. ulcerans insertion sequence IS2404 (208 complete 145 

copies) (Fig. 1). The integrity of the finished sequence was verified by reference to a high resolution 146 

NheI whole-chromosome restriction map (Fig. 2A).  147 

 148 

Comparisons of the complete chromosomal sequences of M. marinum M and M. ulcerans Agy99 149 

against MuL identified a core genome of 4,237 CDS, which is 85% of total MuL coding sequences 150 

(Fig. 2B,C). The genetic functional group distribution amongst the three sequenced genomes did not 151 

differ significantly across ‘intermediary metabolism and respiration’, ‘cell wall and cell processes’, 152 

‘conserved hypothetical’ or ’lipid metabolism’ classes (Fig. 3A). Nucleotide identity amongst the three-153 

way genome comparison of a subset of 3,391 strict core orthologs (excludes paralogs and pseudogenes) 154 

was greater than 97% and showed that the highest sequence similarities are between MuL and M. 155 
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marinum (Fig. 2B). Similarly, the chromosome architecture of MuL is more closely related to M. 156 

marinum M (Fig. 2B), with few genome rearrangements and few large DNA deletions such as those 157 

seen in the reduced M. ulcerans Agy99 genome. These data are not in contradiction with previous 158 

genomic comparisons that indicate a common ancestor for the three lineages of mycolactone-producing 159 

mycobacteria, including MuL (lineage 1) and M. ulcerans Agy99 (lineage 3), and suggest that lineage 3 160 

isolates have undergone accelerated evolution through additional niche adaptation, while MuL has 161 

retained a more pleomorphic state. 162 

 163 

Insertion sequences and phage elements 164 

Isolates from all lineages of M. ulcerans have more than 200 chromosomal copies of IS2404 (9, 10, 165 

21). This element is known to have promoted, at least in part, significant genomic rearrangements in  166 

M. ulcerans Agy99, including many large DNA deletions and gene disruptions by insertion (22). The 167 

MuL chromosome is 430 kb smaller than M. marinum, but considering that IS2404 sequences 168 

contribute another 305 kb, it appears that approximately 780 kb has been lost since diverging from a  169 

M. marinum-like ancestor. Arguably, this difference is largely due to IS2404-mediated deletions. Also, 170 

89 of the 224 chromosomal copies of IS2404 (40%) have inserted within CDS. This is comparable to 171 

the situation in M. ulcerans Agy99, where 97 CDS have been disrupted by IS2404 (45% of the 213 172 

copies), although only six copies of IS2404 appear in the same location in both isolates, indicating 173 

independent expansion of IS2404 in each lineage. Most startling, however, is that despite the obvious 174 

activity of IS2404 in MuL, the 224 copies of this element have had an unexpectedly modest impact on 175 

overall chromosome architecture. There are only four major DNA rearrangements in MuL relative to 176 

M. marinum M, (all flanked by copies of IS2404), such as a 440 kb inversion between nucleotide 177 

positions 2,891,467 and 3,144,394. These four regions are unchanged in M. ulcerans Agy99 relative to 178 

M. marinum M. The conserved chromosome structure of MuL suggests positive selection for this 179 
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chromosome arrangement, despite the expansion of IS2404. One conclusion from these observations is 180 

that both strains are undergoing independent processes of reductive evolution, where expansion of 181 

IS2404 has been equally tolerated but with strong selection for maintenance of chromosome structure 182 

in MuL.  183 

 184 

There are 91 copies of IS2606 in M. ulcerans Agy99 (11, 23). MuL has only 4 copies of IS2606, three 185 

of which are on pMUM002 (20). The presence of a copy of IS2606 in the same location on both 186 

pMUM001 and pMUM002 suggests this IS originated on pMUM and expanded in lineage 3 (20). The 187 

single IS2606 (Mlif_03910) chromosomal copy is in stark contrast to the 83 copies in M. ulcerans 188 

Agy99 and also highlights the likely role that IS2606 has played in promoting the extensive 189 

chromosome remodelling seen in the lineage 3 isolates, in particular the preference for IS2606 to insert 190 

in close proximity to IS2404. Of the 83 chromosome copies of IS2606, there are 39 instances of IS2606 191 

inserting within 100 bp of IS2404 (59 copies within 500bp) and the combination of IS2606 and IS2404 192 

are associated with at least 30 instances of inversions and/or deletions (>5000bp) in M. ulcerans 193 

Agy99. It is not clear why IS2606 has not similarly expanded in MuL. 194 

 195 

Two mycobacteriophages, phiMU01 (18 kb) and phiMU02 (24 kb), are variously present in all  196 

M. ulcerans but not in M. marinum M (8). Both phages are present in MuL, yet phiMU02 is 197 

significantly smaller (13 kb) and phiMU02 CDSs disrupted by IS2606 in M. ulcerans Agy99 are 198 

mostly deleted or have acquired frameshift mutations in MuL.  199 

 200 

M. ulcerans Liflandii regions of difference 201 

To further explore genetic features that might help explain the specific phenotypes of MuL, we 202 

examined regions of DNA present only in MuL compared to the other two genomes.  In the original 203 
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description of the M. ulcerans Agy99 genome regions of difference (MURDs) were stretches of DNA 204 

present in M. marinum M but absent from M. ulcerans Agy99 (11). Here we have defined MuL regions 205 

of difference (MULiRD) as regions present only in MuL compared with M. ulcerans and M. marinum. 206 

Eleven MULiRDs, spanning 290 CDSs were identified in the genome (Tables S1 & S2). The two 207 

largest regions, MULiRD3 (73.9 kb) and MULiRD7 (18.3 kb) (Fig. 1), harbour CDSs with possible 208 

roles in secondary metabolism. Both regions are flanked by IS2404 elements and it appears that in M. 209 

ulcerans Agy99 these regions were lost by ISE-mediated deletion, where a single copy of IS2404 210 

remains in these locations. MULiRD7 harbours a seven-gene hyc operon (Mlif_03568-Mlif_03574) 211 

that is duplicated on the chromosome (Mlif_01806 - Mlif_01813), although hycQ (Mlif_01811) is a 212 

predicted pseudogene. M. ulcerans Agy99 only has one copy of this operon with the associated 213 

transcriptional regulator (MUL_1889) disrupted by a copy of IS2404 and hycE (MUL_1896) 214 

containing a 317 amino acid C-terminal truncation. The orthologous hyc locus in M. tuberculosis is 215 

thought to encode a formate hydrogenylase complex that is part of a dormancy regulatory network 216 

involving MprA and DevR, where in M. tuberculosis the ortholog of the transcriptional regulator in this 217 

locus (Mlif_1806) is upregulated in response to increased concentrations of nitric oxide (24). The 218 

preservation and duplication of this system in MuL suggests a similar dormancy response may be 219 

important for the lifestyle of the frog pathogen.   220 

 221 

Pseudogene composition of M. ulcerans Liflandii 222 

Approximately 8% of all CDSs annotated in MuL were predicted to be pseudogenes. Pseudogenes in 223 

prokaryote genomes generally occupy 1-5% of all CDSs (25). However, obligate pathogens are thought 224 

to be an exception with higher levels of gene inactivation (25). CDSs associated with lipid metabolism 225 

(11.5%), cell wall and cell processes (9.3%), and intermediary metabolism-associated proteins (8.0%) 226 

were overrepresented with pseudogenes (Fig. 3B). In comparison, M. ulcerans Agy99 has 19.8%, 227 
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15.5% and 13.4% pseudogenes in the same classes, respectively. The percentage of total coding 228 

sequences in MuL that are pseudogenes is intermediate between M. marinum and M. ulcerans in all 229 

families of proteins (Fig. 3B) with 169 pseudogenes conserved in both M. ulcerans Agy99 and MuL. 230 

 231 

Unique to mycobacteria, the cell envelope-associated PE/PPE proteins have been suggested to 232 

modulate host immune responses, among other potential functions (26). High DNA identity in the 3’ 233 

region of these genes is a substrate for recombination and thought to provide a source of antigenic 234 

variation among the mycobacteria (27, 28). The highly reduced genome of M. leprae contains very few 235 

intact CDSs of this family (29). In M. ulcerans Agy99, 48.7% of all PE/PPE CDSs are pseudogenes. A 236 

significant proportion of these CDSs are also pseudogenes in the MuL genome (28.8%), compared with 237 

only 2.2% in M. marinum M.  238 

  239 

Mutation and inactivation of certain CDSs (pseudogene formation) in M. ulcerans Agy99 is predicted 240 

to have caused some significant phenotypic changes. A frameshift mutation in M. ulcerans Agy99 has 241 

resulted in a disruption of cydA, a component of the cytochrome bd oxidase transporter. However, in 242 

MuL cydA is intact. This system is involved in response to anaerobic and hypoxic conditions in vitro in 243 

M. tuberculosis (30). Conservation of this locus in MuL may indicate an increased ability of the frog 244 

mycobacterium to survive under low oxygen conditions, although, like M. ulcerans Agy99, the 245 

selenocysteine-containing formate dehydrogenase complex, with a predicted role in anaerobiosis, is 246 

likely to be inactive in MuL, suggesting it too has an impaired anerobic respiration capacity. 247 

 248 

Phenolic glycolipids (PGLs) are potent antigens and virulence factors produced by mycobacterial 249 

pathogens. PGLs are composed of a polyketide backbone, decorated with species-specific 250 

combinations of sugar(s) via a phenolic head group. Genome analysis suggests MuL produces the same 251 
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PGL as M. marinum M, (sometimes called mycoside G). This is distinct to M. ulcerans Agy99, where 252 

two genes (MUL_1998 and MUL_2001) have been inactivated by mutation resulting in the synthesis of 253 

an aglycosylated molecule with a modified polyketide backbone. These two genes are intact in MuL 254 

(Mlif_1910 and Mlif_1913). The predicted presence of intact PGL in MuL might have implications for 255 

interactions between host and bacteria and again points to likely differences in the lifestyle of M. 256 

ulcerans Agy99 compared to MuL (11).  257 

 258 

ESX loci  259 

Mycobacterial intracellular pathogens such as M. tuberculosis and M. marinum have at least five ESX 260 

(or Type VII) ATP-dependent protein secretory systems named ESX-1, 3, 4, 5 & 6. The best defined of 261 

these systems, ESX-1, has been implicated in virulence via secretion of certain effectors including the 262 

antigens ESAT-6 and CFP-10 (31). MuL has six predicted ESX loci. ESX-1 (6138025 - 6171960) 263 

appears intact in MuL, although there are two mutations that might impact function. A copy of IS2404 264 

has inserted within the intergenic region between the divergently transcribed eccCb1 and the PE35 265 

ortholog (Mlif_05720) and this may impact expression of either gene. Also of note, Mlif_05724, the 266 

gene immediately downstream of esxA, is a pseudogene, although the M. tuberculosis ortholog 267 

(Rv3876) is thought to be non-essential for ESX function (32). ESX-2, immediately downstream of 268 

ESX-1, shares the same arrangement as in M. marinum M and might be inactive, whereas Mlif_05735 269 

(the ortholog of MMAR_5460) also appears truncated. The 10 kb region immediately downstream of 270 

ESX-2 is disrupted by four copies of IS2404 and thus distinct to M. marinum. ESX-3 271 

(218100..230400), ESX-4 (1319227..1332538) and ESX-5 (2592830..2614870) all appear intact, 272 

although ESX-5 has a single copy of IS2404 between Mlif_02416 and Mlif_02418. ESX-6 273 

(182073..187394) is incomplete with a 7 kb deletion compared to the 12 kb version in M. marinum M, 274 

although esxB_2 and esxA_2 in this locus remain intact. In M. marinum M but not in other pathogenic 275 
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mycobacteria, the region immediately upstream of ESX-1 contains 11 paralogous predicted membrane 276 

proteins of unknown function. This 15.7 kb region is deleted in MuL, having been replaced with a 277 

single copy of IS2404. This region is also deleted in M. ulcerans Agy99. Eleven ESX-1 secretion 278 

associated proteins (Esp) are present in M. marinum with only four of these proteins intact in the M. 279 

ulcerans Agy99 genome. MuL has mostly conserved these proteins with 10 intact Esp paralogs and one 280 

(Mlif_04556) pseudogenized. 281 

 282 

Lipoproteins  283 

Lipoproteins in mycobacteria have been implicated in signal transduction (33), evasion of mammalian 284 

cells (34) and some have a direct role in virulence as a part of transport systems (35). These proteins 285 

can be surface-exposed and anchored by hydrophobic interactions, potentially to mycolic acids within 286 

the cell wall (36, 37). Serine proteases like SppA are responsible for hydrolyzing signal peptides prior 287 

to export across the cytoplasmic membrane (38). Pre-lipoproteins are then acylated after export from 288 

the cytoplasmic membrane by Lgt prior to cleavage by Lsp and Lnt (39). Lipoprotein synthesis appears 289 

to be considerably disrupted in MuL as sppA is a pseudogene. In E. coli the sppA homolog specifically 290 

cleaves the signal peptide of a major lipoprotein (40). The predicted inability of MuL to cleave N-291 

terminal signal peptides from lipoproteins is likely to significantly hamper pre-processing of 292 

lipoproteins. The lgt gene is also likely to be inactivated in MuL (8). While not well studied in 293 

mycobacteria, prolipoprotein acylation by Lgt is not essential for cleavage by Lsp in different  294 

Gram-positive bacteria (41). Despite this, the absence of SppA and Lgt in these M. ulcerans strains 295 

may provide a mechanism to reduce the lipoprotein-induced TLR2 response as described in other 296 

Gram-positive pathogens (41, 42).  297 

 298 

Unique Metabolic features of M. ulcerans Liflandii 299 
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Genome inspection and metabolic pathway analysis suggests MuL may have some distinctive 300 

phenotypic characteristics. Genes encoding DAHP synthases, which are important in the first step of 301 

the shikimate enzyme pathway, are pseudogenes. DAHP synthases are responsible for converting 302 

erythrose-4-phosphate into 3-deoxy-D-arabino-heptulosonate-7-phosphate during chorismate synthesis 303 

(43). Paralogs, aroG (Mlif_02016) and aroG_1 (Mlif_03449) are both disrupted, whilst in M. marinum 304 

M there are intact copies of both aroG (MMAR_3222) and aroG_1 (MMAR_1854). In M. ulcerans 305 

aroG (MUL_2100) is a pseudogene but aroG_1 (MUL_3533) is intact. Chorismate is an essential 306 

precursor for the synthesis of the aromatic amino acids tyrosine, phenylalanine and tryptophan (43) and 307 

in M. tuberculosis, this pathway is essential for survival (44, 45). The lack of intact aroG suggests that 308 

MuL may be a tryptophan, tyrosine and phenylalanine auxotroph, and inhabit an environment where 309 

these amino acids are available. Experiments to confirm this predicted auxotrophy using Sauton’s 310 

media supplemented with aromatic amino acids has so far been unsuccessful.  311 

 312 

Antibiotic Susceptibility of M. ulcerans Liflandii 313 

In M. tuberculosis there is a correlation between isoniazid/ethambutol resistance and the presence of an 314 

intact iniA gene, as iniA is part of an operon proposed to encode an efflux pump involved in resistance 315 

to a wide range of antibiotics that target cell wall biosynthesis (46, 47). Upon deletion of iniA, M. 316 

tuberculosis shows increased susceptibility to isoniazid (47). In MuL, all three genes iniA, iniB and 317 

iniC are pseudogenes, whereas these genes are intact in both M. marinum and M. ulcerans Agy99, 318 

suggesting other genetic differences in MuL will explain its reported increased resistance to isoniazid 319 

and ethambutol compared to M. ulcerans Agy99 (2). 320 

 321 

M. ulcerans lineage 3 strains are sensitive to rifampicin, which is used in combination with 322 

streptomycin to treat Buruli ulcer. In contrast, MuL is reported to be resistant to rifampicin (2). 323 
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Examination of the genome reveals a single amino acid substitution in MuL rpoB (T713M) compared 324 

to M. marinum and M. ulcerans. To our knowledge, the mutation has not been previously reported but 325 

it may represent a novel rifampicin resistance mutation. We therefore conducted MIC testing and found 326 

MuL 128FXT was fully susceptible to rifampicin (MIC <0.0625 μg/mL), indicating the T713M 327 

mutation does not cause rifampicin resistance. The discrepancy with the previous report remains to be 328 

explained. 329 

 330 

Secondary metabolism in M. ulcerans Liflandii 331 

Mycobacteria have diverse secondary metabolite repertoires that include toxins, siderophores and 332 

complex cell wall lipids (48). M. marinum M in particular has one of the largest arrays of secondary 333 

metabolite gene clusters yet described among bacteria (12) , although the metabolites produced by most 334 

of these clusters are unknown. We explored the secondary metabolome of MuL using the biosynthetic 335 

gene cluster search tool antiSMASH (19), and detected 28 distinct secondary biosynthesis clusters on 336 

the chromosome. This compares with 33 in M. marinum M, 11 in M. ulcerans Agy99, and 15 in M. 337 

tuberculosis F11. To try to compare the secondary biosynthetic potential between these mycobacteria, 338 

we classified all 88 antiSMASH-identified gene clusters into 37 families based on their sequence 339 

homology (Table S3). MuL has 10 more gene clusters than M. ulcerans Agy99, while the number of 340 

pseudogenized gene clusters is similar in both strains (Fig. 4). This analysis reflected the general trend 341 

already observed, that lineage 3 M. ulcerans has proceeded further along a reductive evolutionary 342 

trajectory than lineages 1 and 2, given that in the genomes of both species numerous gene clusters 343 

appear to have been deactivated by pseudogene formation or have been lost by deletion (Fig. 4A).  344 

 345 

Neither MuL nor M. ulcerans Agy99 has any gene cluster that is not observed in the M. marinum M 346 

genome, and all gene clusters of M. ulcerans Agy99 (whether intact or pseudogenized) are also present 347 
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in MuL (Fig. 4C). This is the expected state for strains that have evolved from a common M. marinum-348 

like ancestor. However, there is one intact M. ulcerans non-ribosomal peptide synthetase (NRPS) gene 349 

cluster that is pseudogenized in MuL (Mlif_01390 - Mlif_01430) and eight intact MuL gene clusters 350 

that have been pseudogenized in M. ulcerans, indicating that a significant part of reductive biosynthetic 351 

evolution has taken place independently in both strains and that the products of these loci are not 352 

required by the respective specialized bacteria. Mapping the chromosomal positions of the intact and 353 

the pseudogene clusters from MuL and M. ulcerans, we observed that gene cluster inactivation has 354 

primarily occurred on the leading strand of the right hand replichore, closer to the origin of replication 355 

than the terminus (Fig. 5). In both MuL and M. ulcerans, seven out of the eight gene clusters, closest to 356 

the origin of replication on the leading strand, have been inactivated by pseudogene formation (71% of 357 

all pseudogene clusters), even though only two gene clusters are shared in this region between the two 358 

genomes. This suggests a general phenomenon and might be explained by the fact that in other 359 

bacterial species the same chromosomal region contains the most highly expressed genes (49).  360 

 361 

M. ulcerans ecovar Liflandii 362 

There is no consensus on what defines an ecotype, but it has been suggested that an ecotype is a 363 

bacterial strain that conserves the genetic potential of a species with genetic differences allowing it to 364 

exploit a slightly different ecological niche (50). As discussed previously, MuL fulfils the criteria 365 

required for classification within the species M. ulcerans and this is also true for the other 366 

mycolactone-producing mycobacteria (9, 10). The comparative genome data we have presented here 367 

show that MuL like all M. ulcerans strains is undergoing reductive evolution and is likely also adapting 368 

to a niche environment. However, the pattern of mutations, the conserved arrangement of the 369 

chromosome and other features such as the distinctive structure and activity of mycolactone E, suggest 370 
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MuL is responding to a different set of environmental pressures compared to M. ulcerans Agy99. These 371 

lines of evidence lead us to propose that MuL is an ecotype within the species M. ulcerans.  372 

 373 

 374 

Conclusions 375 

M. ulcerans Liflandii is a member of the MuMC. The data presented here represent the third complete 376 

genome sequence for a mycobacterium from this complex. Like M. ulcerans, the frog mycobacterium 377 

has the signature of a niche-adapted organism and contains the pMUM virulence plasmid, several 378 

hundred copies of the M. ulcerans-specific insertion sequence IS2404 and many pseudogenes. 379 

However, MuL lacks the dramatic DNA rearrangements and deletions seen in M. ulcerans and has a 380 

chromosome architecture more closely aligned with M. marinum. MuL shares a large gene repertoire 381 

with other members of the MuMC. However, specific mutations in key metabolic pathways such as the 382 

aroG/aroG_1 pseudogenes may have a profound impact regarding the environments in which MuL can 383 

survive. As with M. marinum, ESX cell wall secretion systems appear to be largely intact in MuL. 384 

However, other components of the cell wall are characteristically distinctive, with lipoprotein 385 

processing likely to be significantly hampered with non-functional lgt and sppA, dissimilar to both M. 386 

ulcerans Agy99 and M. marinum M. We propose that MuL is an ecotype of M. ulcerans, and is 387 

adapting to a niche that is related but distinct to other M. ulcerans lineages. The genome sequence of 388 

MuL provides an important snapshot of short-term reductive evolution as highlighted by the impact on 389 

secondary metabolite biosynthesis gene cluster repertoires. Comparisons with the genomes of M. 390 

ulcerans and M. marinum show that such repertoires can change very rapidly, and that they can leave 391 

distinct genomic scars, which remain visible for some time and can be uncovered when a closely 392 

related genome is available for comparison. Future research could be aimed at better understanding the 393 

microbiology (e.g. physiology, biochemistry and antibiotic susceptibility) of M. ulcerans Liflandii, to 394 
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try and ascribe the genomic features and predictions made here to confirmed phenotypes for this 395 

unusual pathogen.  396 
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Tables 563 

 564 

Table 1: Comparison of key genomic features between the three fully assembled genomes of 565 

the M. marinum/M. ulcerans complex 566 

Feature M. ulcerans 

Liflandii 

M. ulcerans 

Agy99 

M. marinum 

M 

Chromosome size (bp) 6,208,955 5,631,606 6,636,827 

pMUM plasmid 190,588 174,155 Not present 

G+C content (%) 65.62 65.47 65.73 

Protein CDS 4994 4160 5424 

Unique CDS 268 30 395 

Pseudogenes 436 771 65 

IS2404 copies 239 213 Not present 

IS2606 copies 4 91 Not present 
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Figure Legends  567 

Fig. 1. Genome map of M. ulcerans Liflandii. DNA sequence mapping of the three mycobacterial 568 

genomes using M. ulcerans Liflandii as a reference displayed in Circos. The tracks from inside to 569 

outside represent GC skew, GC content, M. marinum M, M. ulcerans Agy99, ancestral copies of 570 

IS2404, all M. ulcerans Liflandii IS2404 copies, pseudogenes present in both mycolactone-571 

producing strains but absent in M. marinum M, all M. ulcerans Liflandii pseudogenes, reverse 572 

strand CDS, forward strand CDS, assembled M. ulcerans Liflandii genome, major regions of 573 

difference MULRD3 and MULRD7. Mapping to pMUM002 is also presented with sequences from 574 

M. marinum M excluded from the plot. Sequences for M. ulcerans Agy99 and M. marinum M were 575 

obtained from Stinear et al., 2007 and Stinear et al., 2008 (11, 12). 576 

 577 

Fig. 2. Comparison of M. ulcerans Liflandii. A) Alignment of assembled M. ulcerans Liflandii 578 

chromosome against an NheI optical map. B) ACT Comparison of M. ulcerans Agy99 vs M. 579 

ulcerans Liflandii vs M. marinum M vs M. ulcerans Agy99. Regions in red indicate identical 580 

sequence and orientation and blue indicates identical sequence in the reverse orientation. Indicated 581 

are the percentage nucleotide identities among core orthologs. C) Venn Diagram highlighting the 582 

number of orthologs between M. marinum M, M. ulcerans Agy99 and M. ulcerans Liflandii. 583 

 584 

Fig. 3. Functional group distribution. Percentages proportions of A) total coding sequences and 585 

B) pseudogenes by functional group for the sequenced M. ulcerans/M. marinum isolates. CDS were 586 

classified into one of: intermediary metabolism and respiration (IM & R), cell wall and cell 587 

processes (CW & CP), conserved hypotheticals (CH), lipid metabolism (LM), unknown, insertion 588 

sequence and phages (IS & P), regulatory proteins (RP), PE/PPE proteins, information pathways 589 

(IP) and virulence, detoxification and adaptation (VD & A). 590 

 591 
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Fig. 4. Reductive evolution of secondary metabolite gene clusters in M. ulcerans Liflandii. A) 592 

Numbers of pseudogene clusters and intact gene clusters in four mycobacterial genomes. Note here 593 

that M. marinum and M. tuberculosis may also contain some pseudogene clusters that may have 594 

escaped detection due to the lack of a reference strain in which these gene clusters are still intact. B) 595 

Phylogram with maximum parsimony-inferred evolutionary events (‘+’ for gene cluster gain, ‘-‘ for 596 

gene cluster loss and ‘P’ for pseudogene cluster) in the four mycobacteria, assuming that the 10 597 

gene clusters shared by all four mycobacteria represented the ancestral gene cluster repertoire. 598 

Probabilities of the three event types were regarded as equal. The numbers behind the species 599 

names represent the number of intact and pseudogene clusters in their genomes. Note that reality 600 

does not necessarily adhere to maximum parsimony: for example, deletions having occurred in the 601 

line towards M. ulcerans may in fact have been preceded by pseudogenes forming before the 602 

divergence with M. ulcerans Liflandii. C) Venn diagrams showing which intact and pseudogene 603 

clusters are shared between the four mycobacterial genomes. 604 

 605 

Fig. 5. Inactivation of secondary metabolite gene clusters. The circular chromosomes are 606 

displayed in a linearized way, with the origin of replication on the left. Depicted is the 607 

predominance of pseudogenes on the leading strand of mycobacterial chromosomes near the origin 608 

of replication. Coloured rectangles indicate biosynthetic gene clusters. Colours and connecting lines 609 

represent homology between gene clusters in the different genomes. A star marks those clusters that 610 

have been inactivated through pseudogene formation. 611 
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